Dear Patron,

Summer isn't over yet! Okay, so the kids and teachers are going back to school, but there is still plenty of stuff, both fun and educational, going on here at the library. And it is the perfect time of year to come in. Enough of our summer folks have gone home that you won't have too much trouble finding a parking space, it's still warm enough that you don't have to worry about driving in snow and ice, and we have saved some really interesting topics for fall.

One program that I would like to highlight is "New Trends of Aging Among the Baby Boomer Generation in China". Hong Zhang will discuss China's population which is "rapidly aging due in large part to its almost four decades of the strict one-child policy from 1980 to 2016. China's baby-boomers, born in the 1950s and 1960s were the first generation of parents who were subject to the strict birth control policy and who have begun to enter old age since 2010." According to Zhang, "their family structure and old-age support system has departed sharply from the Chinese tradition that centered on the large family and the filial support from the adult children."

Although this may seem like interesting information with little practical application for someone living in the United States, we need to realize that the United States' birth rate has also slipped below the replacement rate, and we too are a rapidly aging population. Taking a
look at how China's baby-boomer parents and their only child are dealing with China's looming aging crisis may give us insight into our own country's future struggles with an aging society.

Take a look below at the various programs being offered in September. Then please give us a call to let us know which programs you will be attending. We'll be here waiting for you!

Janet Wilson, Director
director@rangeleylibrary.org

Visit our Website!

Help us get funds!

Did you remember to vote for Rangeley Public Library to receive a grant from Franklin Savings Bank? You still have until October 15th to nominate your favorite non-profit organization as the charity you would like to see receive an award of anywhere from $1,000 to $10,000. Just drop by Franklin Savings Bank or go to Franklin Savings Bank online to vote. You will need to know the name of the organization (Rangeley Public Library), Address (7 Lake St. Rangeley, ME 04970), Email (director@rangeleylibrary.org), and Phone (207-864-5529). You will also be asked why you are nominating the organization (this is where you tell what you like about the library!). Thanks for taking the time to vote!

What's Happening at the Library
Stop by to pick up your tickets for these informative events.
The Addiction Nobody Will Talk About: How Pornography Addiction Will Be the Next Major Health Crisis
Wednesday Sept. 5, 6:00 PM

Joshua Shea will discuss his non-graphic memoir which chronicles his descent into pornography addiction, along with alcoholism and other mental health issues.

Audience members must be over the age of 18.

Internet Safety
Thursday Sept. 6, 10-12:00

Local resident Scott Hatfield will cover such topics as wireless security, data protection, and privacy.

Limit of 20 participants. Please sign up.

New Trends of Aging Among the Baby Boomer Generation in China
Wednesday, Sept. 12, 6:00 PM

Hong Zhang will discuss the aging of the first generation of parents who were subject to China’s strict birth control policy.

*Part of the “World in Your Library” lecture series sponsored by Maine Humanities Council and the Margaret Chase Smith Foundation.
The Radiance of Change
A Poetry Reading
Wednesday, Sept. 19, 6:00 PM

Sarah Carlson began writing and combining her poetry with pictures of the natural world as part of healing from the sudden loss of her husband, Barry.

Know the 10 Signs of Alzheimer's
Wednesday, Sept. 26, 6:00 PM

If you or someone you know is experiencing memory loss or behavioral changes, it's time to learn the facts. Come to an interactive workshop presented by the Alzheimer's Association.

ONGOING PROGRAMS

Book Groups - 3rd Weds. at 10:00 AM and last Weds. at 4:00 PM
OWL Club - Every Thurs. at 2:45 PM
Preschool Story Hour - Every Thurs. & Fri. at 10:00 AM

OWL Club & Preschool Story Hour Start September 13!

Book Groups
Rangeley Readers
will discuss
*A Piece of the World*
by
Christina Baker Kline
September 19, 10:00 AM

Adventure Book Group
will discuss
*Endurance: A Year in Space, A Lifetime of Discovery*
by
Scott Kelly
September 26, 4:00 PM

LIBRARY HOURS
Tuesday: 10AM-4:30PM ~ Wednesday: 10AM-7PM
Thursday & Friday: 10AM-4:30PM ~ Saturday: 10AM-2PM

MEDIA COMING IN SEPTEMBER

Adult Fiction
*Pieces of Her* by Karin Slaughter
*Imposter's Lure* by Carla Neggers
*Leverage in Death* (In Death #47) by J. D. Robb
*Field of Bones* (Joanna Brady #18) by J. A. Jance
*The Forbidden Door* (Jane Hawk #4) by Dean Koontz
*Shadow Tyrants* (Oregon Trail #13) by Clive Cussler
*Where the Crawdads Sing* by Delia Owens
*The Tattooist of Auschwitz: A Novel* by Heather Morris
*Wild Fire* (Shetland Island Mystery #8) by Ann Cleeves
*The Air You Breathe* by Frances de Pontes Peebles
*Murder in the Oval Library* (Lincoln's White House #2) by C. M.
Gleason
Little Comfort by Edwin Hill
John Woman by Walter Mosley
The Winter Soldier by Daniel Mason
Man of War (Eric Steele #1) by Sean Parnell
Tear Me Apart by J. T. Ellison
Whiskey When We're Dry by John Larison
The Man Who Came Uptown by George Pelecanos
Bone on Bone (Bell Elkins #8) by Julia Keller
Swift Vengeance by T. Jefferson Parker
The Mystery of the Three Quarters (Hercule Poirot) by Sophie Hannah
The Iceman by P. T. Deutermann
The Silence of the Girls by Pat Barker
Daughter of a Daughter of a Queen by Sarah Bird
Promised Land (#1) by Martin Fletcher
The Other Woman by Sandie Jones
The Legend of Perley Gates (Pearley Gates #1) by Wm Johnstone
Robert Parker's Colorblind (Jesse Stone) by Parker/Coleman

Adult Nonfiction
Dopesick: Dealers, Doctors, & the Drug Company that ... by Beth Macy
Where Has Mommy Gone? When There is Nothing Left... by Cathy Glass
Leadership in Turbulent Times by Doris Kearns Goodwin
The Desert & the Sea: 977 Days Captive... by Michael Scott Moore
Seaweed Chronicles: A World at the Water's... by Susan Hand Shetterly
Korea: Where the American Century Began by Michael Pembroke
Killing the SS: The Hunt for the Worst War Criminals... by Bill O'Reilly
Small Fry by Lisa Brennan-Jobs
The Fighters: Americans in Combat in Afghanistan... by C. J. Chivers

Young Adult
Sadie by Courtney Summers

Older Kids
Finding Esme by Suzanne Crowley
My Life as a Youtuber (My Life series) by Janet Tashjian
My Life as a Ninja (My Life series) by Janet Tashjian

Younger Kids
Picnic with Oliver by Mika Song
Dogman: Lord of the Fleas (Dogman #5) by Dav Pilkey
We Don't Eat Our Classmates by Ryan T. Higgins

Audiobooks
An Unwanted Guest by Shari Lapena
The Other Woman (Gabriel Allon #18) by Daniel Silva

DVDs
Badger Creek
Jurassic World: Fallen Kingdom

LIBRARY FUNDRAISING

Next Phonebook comes out in May 2019!

Make changes to your listing now! Go to the link below to make any corrections to your phone number or address before the next edition of the phone book comes out.

Change of Address Form

Take Your Rangeley Phone Book with You Wherever You Go!
Rangeley Phone Book App - Only $9.99!
Rangeley Phone Book Apps are now available for both Android and Apple IOS! Visit our website and look under Phone Book to purchase the app so that you can have your Rangeley Phone Book with you wherever you go! As an added benefit, the online app is updated regularly, so you don't have to wait for the next edition of the phone book to get all of the latest changes. The current app is good until the next edition of the phone book comes out in spring 2019.

Summer Celebration 2018 was a great success! Thank you to all who contributed time, money, and other resources! We couldn't have done it without you!

Thank you servers!

Library Staff
Janet Wilson - Director
Cheryl Curris - Assistant Director
Pat Langille - Circulation Tech
Jan Thorp - Children's Programming
Sue Damm - Aide

RPL Board of Trustees
Brent Quimby - President
Nancy Douglas - Vice President
Barbara Burgess - Treasurer
Clare Webber - Secretary
John Burgess
Claire Chase
Micki Kirkman